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Abstract 
In this paper we prove that the approximate solutions to the Min-Weighted Set Cover Problem 
provided by Chvatal’s algorithm are combinatorially k-stable with respect to element insertions. 
Intuitively speaking, we define an approximate solution as combinatorially k-stable with respect 
to an update operation if its approximation ratio remains the same even if the problem instance 
is modified by any sequence of at most k such operations. This implies that, if no more than k 
updates are performed, the approximation ratio is preserved at no computational cost. 
In particular, we show that any solution returned by Chvatal’s algorithm is combinatorially 
O(log m)-stable with respect to insertions, where m is the number of items in the instance. Hence, 
since the approximation ratio O(log m) is optimal, the best level of approximability is preserved. 
1. Introduction 
In the Min-Weighted Set Cover Problem, we are given a family of subsets Y = 
{Sl, S2, . . . , Sn} of a given universe 42 = (121, e2,. . . , e,} and a set of associated positive 
weights %? = {c,,~,..., c,}. A set cover is a subfamily 937 C 9 such that for any 
e, E % there exists (at least one) & E 9% with ei E Sk. The weight of Y%? is defined 
as c = CS,E.vW Ic. We want to find a set cover of minimum weight. 
Such a problem, which has been proved NP-hard, has been extensively studied in 
terms of approximability. 
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Different approximation algorithms (for example, [ 1,2,4]) have been introduced for 
the Min-Weighted Set Cover problem. In the following we will concentrate on Chvatal’s 
algorithm [2], because of its optimal performance with respect to approximation. 
The algorithm is a greedy heuristics. At each step the sequence {ck/]Sk I} is consid- 
ered and the set Si that minimizes such a sequence is added to the current set cover. 
All other sets Sk are replaced by the difference Sk - Si. After all the sets have become 
empty, the algorithm stops. 
Finally, A(I) will denote the solution returned by Chvatal’s algorithm while m@(Z)) 
will denote its value, given an instance I. 
The following theorem holds. 
Theorem 1.1. There exists a constant a such that, for any instance I of the Min- 
Weighted Set Cover problem, the ratio between the value m(A(Z)) of the solution 
returned by Chvatal’s algorithm and the value m(OPT(I)) of the optimal solu- 
tion verifies the inequality m(A(Z))/m(OPT(Z)) Qa log d = -O(log m), where d = 
max{lSi (, i = l,..., n} and m =IU 1. 
For a detailed presentation of this algorithm and a proof of its properties we refer 
to [2]. 
On the other hand, in [3] it has been proved that, unless NP is contained in 
DTIME [n’“glog(n)], this bound is optimal, that is, the problem cannot be approximated 
in polynomial time within ratio (1 - E) In m for any E >O, thus showing the goodness 
of Chvatal’s algorithm. 
We want to show that the Min-Weighted Set Cover Problem holds a very interesting 
property of combinatorial stability with respect to approximability. Intuitively speaking, 
we define an approximate solution as combinatorially k-stable with respect to an update 
operation if its approximation ratio remains the same even if the problem instance is 
modified by any sequence of at most k updates. This implies that, if no more than 
k updates are performed, the approximation ratio is preserved at no computational 
cost. 
Let us now assume that problem instances are updated by performing Insert opera- 
tions, where Insert (e, S’) inserts item e E % in set Sj E Y. We show that, the set of 
approximate solutions obtained by Chvatal’s algorithm are combinatorially O(log m)- 
stable with respect to Insert operations. 
Quite surprisingly, our results imply that the optimal approximation ratio is preserved 
for up to O(log m) Insert operations at no computational effort. 
2. Definitions and equivalence properties 
In order to prove the k-combinatorial stability of the Min-Weighted Set Cover prob- 
lem, we will study the behavior of an approximate solution of an arbitrary instance 
I of the problem after a sequence of Insert operations. Our analysis will be done 
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starting from an approximate solution achieved by Chvatal’s algorithm. Therefore, 
we assume insertions are performed after a set cover has been derived by such an 
algorithm. 
Let us consider an approximate solution A(Z) obtained by Chvatal’s algorithm. 
We will show that after any sequence of O(logm) Insert operations we get a new 
instance I’ such that, assuming weights are constant with respect to m, the orig- 
inal solution A(Z) preserves the approximation ratio O(logm) even with respect 
to I’. 
The following definitions will be used throughout the rest of the paper. Let Si, . . , s, 
be the collection of sets defined in the original instance I of the Min-Weighted Set 
Cover problem, on which Chvatal’s algorithm is applied. Without loss of generality, let 
us assume that all sets are numbered according to the sequence of choice of Chvatal’s 
algorithm applied to I, i.e., if set Si has been chosen before set Sj (or Sj has not been 
included in the resulting cover), then i < j. If both Si and Sj were not chosen, the 
relative ordering between i and j can be fixed arbitrarily. 
We will denote, for each set Sj, as 3; the set of elements in Sj still to be covered 
after r - 1 iterations of the Chvatal’s algorithm (3: = Sj, j = 1,. . . ,n). Moreover, 
5; = I,$ and 6; z 6; - $+I, that is 6; is the number of elements of Sj still to be 
covered after Y - 1 iterations and G; is the number of elements of Sj which are covered 
at the rth iteration. 
Now let I’ be an instance obtained by applying a sequence of Insert operations on 
I. Let Si, . . . , S, be the sets corresponding to the original sets, that is, Si derives by 
Si after the sequence of insertions has been performed. It is immediate that Si 5 S,, 
i = l,...,n. 
If we assume that a set cover for I’ is built by greedily choosing sets in S,, . , S, 
in the same order used by Chvatal’s algorithm applied on I, we may define the 
following variables: Sj, which denotes the subset of Sj still to be covered imme- 
diately after sets Si , &, . . . , S,_, have been inserted in the cover; oJ’ =I ST 1; 
w; = (7/’ - CT;+‘. 
Moreover, let $, %I;, 3; denote the values of such variables immediately before the 
last Insert operation was performed. 
Let us now introduce the notion of set which first-covers an item. 
Definition 2.1. Let h > 0 be an integer and let e E 42. Then Cou(e,h) denotes the 
first set LSj in sequence {Si, . . . , S,,} which covers e immediately before the hth Insert 
operation is performed, that is j = min{i 1 e E Si} at that time. In the following, we 
will say that Si first-covers e just before the hth Insert operation. 
Notice that, if Cov(e,h) = Sj, Insert(e,S,) is the hth insertion and i < j, then 
Cov(e, h + 1) = Si. 
In such a case, after the execution of the Insert(e,Si) operation, we have that Sf = 
3i.U {e} and Sf = 3: - {e} (k = i, . . . , j). 
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In the opposite case, that is when i > j, then Cov(e, h + 1) = Sj, and we have 
S/ = $ U {e}. 
Note that, as an effect of the execution of such h new insertions, it may happen that 
some set Sj previously in the Set Cover returned by Chvatal’s algorithm turns out to 
be now covered by the collection of sets W = {Si ,...,S’_i}. Let z(h)cA(I) be the 
set cover resulting by not considering any such set Sj. 
For each Sk, we will derive an upper bound to the sum CS,Esci(h) w&/a,! after h 
insertions have been performed. 
Let us first note that such a ratio is independent of the relative order of the insertions 
performed, i.e. any permutation of the same set of insertions is equivalent, in the sense 
that it will provide the same new instance and the same optimum value, while the 
approximated value achieved by Chvatal’s algorithm on the original instance is, by 
definition, independent of such a sequence. 
Given a sequence Seq of Insert operations, we will thus consider a suitable sequence 
Seq’, derived by the permutation of the ISeq 1 Insert operations described below. 
For each element e E a’, Cou(e, 1) is the set which first-covers e at the beginning 
of sequence Seq. 
Definition 2.2. Any Znsert(e,$) E Seq is denoted as a Main-Insert iff i 6 1 for all 
Insert(e,SI) E Seq and assuming Cov(e, 1) = Sj, then i < j. 
Hence, a Main-Znsert operation is the Insert operation into the set which will first- 
cover the element at the end of sequence Seq, assuming such a set is different from 
the one which first-covers the element at the beginning of the sequence. 
According to the definition of Main-Insert, if Insert(e,$) is the Main-Insert asso- 
ciated to e, then, after the execution of Znsert(e,&), e will be covered by Si until the 
end of Seq. 
Let us consider the following instance I: 
U= {1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8} 
Sl = {3,4,5,7} 
S2 = (~2~4) 
S3 = {1,6,7,8} 
S4 = {4,5,6} 
S5 = {2,3) 
s6 = {1,3,5,6,8} 
Cl = 1 
c2 = 1 
c3 = 3 
c4 = 2 
c5 = 1 
c6 = 4 
Chvatal’s algorithm applied to this instance returns the set cover {Si,&,Ss} with 
cost 5 and correspondingly the following values of variables SJ, iY;/‘, 1 6 j ,< 6,1 <r ,<4 
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are obtained: 
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3; )6;. s;, 3; Q; s;_(i: 
- 
3, {3,4,5,7),4 0 0 0 
& { 1,2,4},3 {1,2},2 0 0 
$3 {1,6,7,8),4 {1,6,8},3 {6,8},2 0 
54 {4,5,6},3 (6191 {6),1 0 
Sj {2,3),2 (2191 0 0 
3, { 1,3,5,6,8},5 {1,6,8),3 {kg},2 0 
For the variables $, we obtain, for example, the following values for the set &: 
GJ~ = 2, $ = 0, G$ = 1. Assume now that the following sequence of h = 4 insertions is 
performed: Znsert(6, &), Znsert(2, S4), Znsert(8, Sl), Znsert(5, Sz). The resulting instance 
I’ is 
I/‘= (1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8} 
S1 = {3,4,5,7, S} 
Sz = (1,2,4,5,6} 
S3 = { 1,6,7,8} 
S4 = { 2,4,5,6} 
ss = {2,3} 
.Sh = {1,3,5,6,8} 
Cl = 1 
c2 = 1 
c3 = 3 
c4 = 2 
cg = 1 
c6 = 4 
In this case s(h) = {Sl,&} CA(Z) = {Sl,&,&}. 
Moreover, notice that, for example, Cov(6,l) = S3, Cov(6,2) = &, Cou(6,3) = Sz 
and that Znsert(6,&) is a Main-Znsert. 
Let us now describe how sequence Seq’ works: In such a sequence the first iA41 
operations are ordered according to the following rule: the Main-Znsert operation Zn- 
sert(e,S,), with Cou(e, 1) = Sj, preceeds the Main-Znsert operation Insert (e’,$), with 
Cou(e’, 1) = SI, iff j d 1. All the other insertions will be performed subsequently, in 
any order. 
Definition 2.3. For each set Sk, we denote as Seqk the prefix of Seq’ which includes 
exactly all the Main-Znsert operations Znsert(e,&) with Cou(e, 1) = Sj and j < k. Note 
that ISeq, I=(M 1. 
Notice that this implies that, for each element e, the set which covers e may change 
only once in Seq’ and, in particular, in correspondence to the execution of a Main- 
Insert, that is, one among the first IM 1 Insert operations. 
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Let us now close the section by providing some additional definitions to be used 
later. 
Definition 2.4. For any operation Znsert(e,Si), let p(Znsert(e,Si)) be the rank of Zn- 
sert(e,Si) in Seq’, that is, if p(Znsert(e,&)) = h then Znsert(e,Si) is the hth insertion 
performed in Seq’. 
Definition 2.5. For any Sk E 9’ and h > 0, we denote as &‘(Zz) = {Si,, . . . ,Si,} the 
subset of z(h) such that 02 > 0 (j = 1,. . , t), that is, the subset of s(h) necessary 
to cover all elements in Sk. 
For the sake of simplicity, if h > 1 is the rank of some Insert operation considered, 
we will denote as & (%lk) the set z(h) (4’(h)). 5 ($) will denote set %(h- 1) 
(4k(Zl- 1)). 
3. Analysis of a sequence of insertions 
In the following analysis, in order to derive an upper bound on the sum 
C&E% w;cr or / r for any set Sk and h > 0, we will consider first the 1 &q&l 1 op- 
erations in Seq’, then the other operations in M, and finally the remaining operations 
in Seq’. 
During such analysis we will often use the inequality Vk, Y c,./C; dck/f?i derived by 
the properties of Chvatal’s algorithm [2]. 
Lemma 3.1. For any k, after the jirst h = ISeqk_1) Insert operations in Seq’, we have 
Cs& 4 3 d CS,E< ri w; 2 + hc, where c = max{ci 1 i = 1,. . . ,n}. 
Proof. Note that, for any insertion Znsert(e, Si) performed, (where Sj = Cov (e, 1 )), we 
have i < j (since all the operations performed are Main-Znsert) and j < k (since all 
operations are in Seqk-1). Let tk = max{Y I 6; > 0) (note that tk <k). 
After the execution of insertions in Se@_i, the following relations hold: a; < 6; for 
all r<tk; wt = 02; 
Let Ci G qk - {S,} be the collection of sets such that 0,’ 2 5;. Let moreover C2 = 
qk - (CI U {St,}). F or any set S, E 15’2 there must exist fir > 0 such that CJ,’ = 
or -r - /$.. Note that, denoting as h, the number of Znsert(e,Si) in A4 such that 
Cov(e, p(Znsert(e, Si)) = Sr, /?,. <h,. Then 
For Sk E Ct and Y d tk We have Crj6; <Ck/i?; <Q/a;. For Sk E C2 and r 6 tk we 
have cr/6i =c,./(o,!’ + j$) d Ck/6; d Ck/gL. This implies ~,./a,’ <Ck/OL((O,’ + /$)/a,‘) < 
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since w~/oky d 1 and J&cz P,. d CS,EC2 h, dh. 0 
In the following, let Seqk/Seqk_l be the sequence of operations in &qk, not belonging 
to &?qk_ 1. 
We introduce three other lemmata that allow to complete the analysis performed in 
the preceding lemma. 
Lemma 3.2. For any k, after the first h =I Seqk ( Insert operutions in Seq’ 
w; 2 + hc. 
Okr 
The proof of Lemma 3.2 is based on the same kind of technique just shown in 
Lemma 3.1 and is derived from such a lemma. 
In the following we will distinguish between two different cases for sets Sk: (1) Sk $!i 
A(I) or Sk E & after the execution of the last Insert in &qk and (2) Sk E A(1) and 
Sk $! ,% after the execution of the last Insert in &qk. The following lemmata hold 
for the two cases. 
Lemma 3.3. For any Sk for which case 1 holds, after the first (Ml Insert operations 
in Seq’ 
where xk is the number of Insert(e,Sk) operations performed so &r. 
Lemma 3.4. For any Sk for which case 2 holds, after the jirst ) A4 ) Insert operations 
in Seq’ 
The proofs of both such lemmata are also based on the same kind of technique 
shown in Lemma 3.1 and rely on the properties proved in Lemmata 3.1 
and 3.2. 
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Theorem 3.5. For any Sk and after the execution of all Insert operations in Seq, we 
have 
if& $$ A(I) or Sk E & after the execution of the last Insert in Seqk 
if& E A(I) and Sk 6% after the execution of the last Insert in Seqk. 
Proof. Since the approximation ratio is independent of the relative order of the inser- 
tions performed, it is sufficient to prove the thorem for sequence Seq’ instead of Seq. In 
particular, the proof is given by induction on the sequence of operations in Seq’/Seq,. 
By Lemmata 3.3 and 3.4 the above relations are true after all Main-Insert operations 
have been performed. Note that, for all operations Znsert(e,&) with Cou(e, h) = 5” 
(h = p(lnsert(e,Si))) still to be performed, we have j < i. This implies that, for any 
such operation, one of the following cases must hold. 
l k < j < i, k = j < i, j < k < i, j < i < k. For all these cases, the inequalities 
stated in the theorem still hold after the execution of the operation considered, since 
r<k w;I=W;,a;=C~, . , a,!’ = $, and 4’ = s:. 
l j < k = i. In this case, note that a; = O’,; a; = 6;+ 1 for r<j; a; = 6L for 
j < r<k; w;=$ for r fj; wjk=GJ+l; 3’=Fz. 
Assume Sk $A(I) or Sk E z after the execution of the last Insert in Seqk. Let us 
consider two subcases: 
(l)SjE$. Then ~~~ = J+’ and A A 
(2) Sj 4 S:. Then qk = S: U {Sj} and 
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where Ej~k denotes the number of Insert (e, Sk) operations performed before the last 
insertion. The same considerations provided in case 2 above still hold also in the 
case that & E A(I) and Sk $L 5. Cl 
Finally, the following theorem can be proved. 
Theorem 3.6. For any instance I=(<y, %, ‘e), the approximation ratio between the 
value of the solution obtained by applying Chvatal’s algorithm to instance I and 
the value m(OPT(I’)) of the optimal solution of the instance I’, obtained after the 
execution of h Insert operations is O(log d + h), where d = max{) Si / i = I,. . . , n}. 
Proof. The proof is given assuming cr 3 1, Y = 1,. , n. If there exists some c, < 1 
we may consider a different instance j = (Y, Q, @), where @ = {Ci, i = 1,. . , rz} 
and C, = c,/cmin (c,in = min{ci / i = 1,. ,n}). Since the set of feasible solutions of I 
and j are equal and all solution values for 7 are scaled by the same quantity, l/cmin, 
with respect to the corresponding solution values in I, it derives that the ratio between 
the values of any pair of solution of Z is equal to the ratio between the values of the 
corresponding pair of solution of I. This implies that the approximation ratio is the 
same in both cases. 
We follow the same idea used in the evaluation of the approximation ratio for 
Chvatal’s algorithm, provided in [2]. We will find values yi, i = 1,. . . , m, such that 
(l) Eni=, Yi = C~,EA(,) C, and (2)‘dj, Crz, a,jyi <H(Cy=, aij)c,j + hcj, where H(n) = 
C::, l/i. 
As in [2], for each e; E Q there must exist precisely one S,. E .$ such that e, E SF. 
We will assume yi = cr/cr,‘: this immediately implies relation (1 ), since 
Relation (2) is derived by Theorem 3.5, since for any j, 
=H ( Ca;j) cj + IK. 
\i=l / 
From the relations above, for any solution xl,. . . ,x,, 
) Yi 
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Let x* 1,. . . ,x,* be the optimal solution. Then 
Thus, 
CS,-ES cr <H(d) + hc c:= 1 xj* c S,EOPT(Z’) Cr c .s,EOPT(I’) Cr <H(d) + hc = O(h + logd), 
and since 
c c,d c c, +hc, 
SrEAU) S,E.% 
it derives easily that 
c S, EA(I) cr 
c 
= O(h + logd). cl 
S,EOPT(I’) ‘r 
Corollary 3.7. For any instance I=(Y, 42) of the (unweighted) Min Set Cover Prob- 
lem, the approximation ratio between the value m(OPT(I’)) of the optimal solution 
of the instance I’, obtained after the execution of h Insert operations and the value 
of the solution obtained by applying Chvatal’s algorithm to instance I is H(d) + h. 
Proof. Derived immediately since we may consider any instance of Min Set Cover as 
an instance of Min-Weighted Set Cover with ci = 1, i = 1,. . . , n. 0 
Notice that, as an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.6, it is possible for log m 
Insert operations to maintain, with no computation cost, an approximate solution of the 
Min-Weighted Set Cover Problem with the same ratio obtained by applying Chvatal’s 
algorithm, and therefore with optimal ratio (unless NP~DTIME[n~“‘Y*“s(“)]). 
Corollary 3.8. Any solution to the Min Set Cover (weighted or unweighted) obtained 
by Chvatal’s algorithm is combinatorially O(logm)-stable for any sequence of Insert 
operations. 
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